Empowering Hearts and Minds
“Why do you talk about philosophy, morality, and economics? They are just theoretical and
abstract. Why don’t you talk about reality!? That’s what matters!”
All individuals act based on a particular set of morals and code of ethics. I want to know
what your code is. What morals do you hold dear? What principles would you risk life and
limb to protect? What are you passionate about? What do you love? If you truly love
something you must love it more have than you love yourself. You must be selﬂess and
devoted to the thing you love.
To appeal to people’s actions without attending to their moral compass or code of ethics is
endeavoring to move the statue by pushing the shadow. The thoughts that originate in the
mind are always the source of action we see in the real world. Thoughts and beliefs are
always more powerful and dangerous than any gun, tank, or bomb. It is the human beings
that wield such things that bring about consequences in the real world. Human beings
powered by erroneous belief system are what pull triggers in unprovoked attack. Human
beings hijacked by misguided belief systems are what detonate bombs designed to maim
and destroy innocent men, women, and children.
If you truly wish to aﬀect reality thereby improving the world, it is absolutely imperative to
discuss philosophy, morality, and economics. More lives can be saved by empowering
hearts and minds than by taking away all of the guns from soldiers and law enforcement
oﬃcers. We diﬀer from the beasts in that we possess the capability of critical analysis and
logical deduction. To act without employing this most deﬁning characteristic is to reject
that which makes us human beings. Savage beasts act based on primal instinct and
emotional ferocity. Civilized human beings act based on sophisticated principles and
digniﬁed morality. Celebrate your heritage with enthusiastic vigor!
“He that always gives way to others will end in having no principles at all.” – Aesop

